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ABSTRACT A century of genetic analysis has revealed that multiple mechanisms control the distribution of meiotic crossover events. In
Drosophila melanogaster, two significant positional controls are interference and the strongly polar centromere effect. Here, we assess
the factors controlling the distribution of crossovers (COs) and noncrossover gene conversions (NCOs) along all five major chromosome
arms in 196 single meiotic divisions to generate a more detailed understanding of these controls on a genome-wide scale. Analyzing
the outcomes of single meiotic events allows us to distinguish among different classes of meiotic recombination. In so doing, we
identified 291 NCOs spread uniformly among the five major chromosome arms and 541 COs (including 52 double crossovers and one
triple crossover). We find that unlike COs, NCOs are insensitive to the centromere effect and do not demonstrate interference.
Although the positions of COs appear to be determined predominately by the long-range influences of interference and the centro-
mere effect, each chromosome may display a different pattern of sensitivity to interference, suggesting that interference may not be a
uniform global property. In addition, unbiased sequencing of a large number of individuals allows us to describe the formation of de
novo copy number variants, the majority of which appear to be mediated by unequal crossing over between transposable elements.
This work has multiple implications for our understanding of how meiotic recombination is regulated to ensure proper chromosome
segregation and maintain genome stability.
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The proper segregation of homologous chromosomes at
the first meiotic division is essential for the production of

viable haploid gametes. In most instances, proper homolog
segregation is assured by the formation of crossovers (COs),
reciprocal recombination events that link homologous chro-
mosomes together. COs arise at a subset of programmed
double-strand breaks (DSBs) that are induced during early

prophase by Spo11. DSBs not repaired as COs must be re-
paired by another mechanism, such as noncrossover gene
conversion (NCO) events, sister chromatid exchange events,
or by nonhomologous end joining (Do et al. 2013). In many
organisms, COs and NCOs occur more frequently at spe-
cific regions of the genome, termed hotspots (Lichten and
Goldman 1995; Hey 2004). The protein PRDM9 directs
the formation of DSBs to these regions in some organisms
(Baudat et al. 2010). Other organisms, such as Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, lack a PRDM9-like protein but still have hotspots of
recombination, and still other organisms lack PRDM9 and
display a more even distribution of COs and NCOs (Auton
et al. 2013; Singhal et al. 2015), suggesting that PRDM9-
independent mechanisms may influence DSB formation. No
equivalent of PRDM9 has been identified in D. melanogaster
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or other species within the Drosophila genus (Heil and Noor
2012; Manzano-Winkler et al. 2013).

Drosophila oocytes experience �11–17 DSBs per meiosis
that are restricted to the euchromatin (Jang et al. 2003;
Mehrotra andMcKim 2006; Lake et al. 2013). How the position
of these DSBs is determined and their fate (whether they be-
come COs or NCOs) is poorly understood. Based on previous
studies, the overall distribution of COs in D. melanogaster
oocytes appears to be controlled bymultiplemechanisms, most
notably crossover interference and the centromere effect
(Dobzhansky 1930; Beadle 1932; Offermann and Muller
1932; Lindsley and Sandler 1977). The identification of these
mechanisms began with the finding that the genetic distance
between phenotypic markers examined was not consistent
with the physical location of the genes on polytene maps for
any of the five major chromosome arms (Dobzhansky 1930).
This suggested that the frequency of crossing over was not
proportional to physical distance. Indeed, as noted by Lindsley
and Sandler (1977), the frequency of exchange is lowest in
both the centromere-proximal euchromatin and telomeric re-
gions and highest in the medial region of the chromosomes
(SupplementalMaterial, Figure S1). Later studies showed that
the reduced level of exchange in the proximal euchromatin
reflects the activity of the centromere effect, which strongly
reduces crossing over in a polar fashion in centromere-proximal
regions of the genome (Beadle 1932; Offermann and Muller
1932; Sturtevant and Beadle 1936; Yamamoto and Miklos
1977). Recent work in S. cerevisiae has shown that the Ctf19
inner kinetochore subcomplex suppresses centromere-proximal
COs by suppressing pericentric DSBs, the first demonstration
of a specific protein or complex contributing to the centro-
mere effect (Vincenten et al. 2015). Other studies suggest
that the telomeres may also suppress exchange in a polar
fashion, although the effect is substantially weaker than near
the centromeres (reviewed in Hawley 1980).

The distribution of COs is also influenced by crossover
interference, which can act over long distances. First de-
scribed in Drosophila by Sturtevant and Muller (Sturtevant
1913, 1915;Muller 1916), interference prevents a second CO
from forming near an existing CO, typically ensuring thewide
spacing of double crossover (DCO) events. Although interfer-
ence in other organisms appears to be mediated by modifica-
tion of the synaptonemal complex (SC) in response to COs
(Sym and Roeder 1994; Libuda et al. 2013; Zhang et al.
2014), it remains unclear whether the SC also plays a role in
mediating interference in D. melanogaster (Page and Hawley
2001). Finally, there is little information in Drosophila as to
what degree, if any, interstitial sites or domains play in con-
trolling the frequency of crossing over in specific euchromatic
regions.

Several groups have employed whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) to search for regions of increased crossing over, or
recombination hotspots, in D. melanogaster. One method is to
identify COs in pedigrees generated through controlled cross-
ing schemes. Using this design, two recent studies failed to
find strong evidence of hotspots in D. melanogaster, but did

identify evidence for intervals of higher or lower rates of
crossing over either within the region studied or at the
whole-genome level (Comeron et al. 2012; Singh et al.
2013). These observations suggest that traditional recombi-
nation hotspots may not exist in Drosophila (Manzano-
Winkler et al. 2013). A second approach, which infers
recombination rates from population genetic data, also
indicated that Drosophila likely does not have hotspots (Chan
et al. 2012).

While it is known that interference and the centromere
effect control crossover distribution, very little is known
about the factors that control the distribution of NCOs in
Drosophila. Although early genetic studies suggested that
NCOs do not exert interference on COs or respond to inter-
ference fromCOs (Hilliker and Chovnick 1981), these studies
looked at only a small number of loci, and only one of them
(the rosy locus) in great detail. A recent study using WGS to
analyze progeny that were allowed to freely recombine for
1, 2, 5, or 10 generations has shown that, unlike COs, NCO
sites appear to be evenly spaced throughout the genome
(Comeron et al. 2012). However, this study did not specifi-
cally investigate the joint distribution of COs and NCOs and
their relationship to each other after a single round of meio-
sis. Thus, the effect, if any, of interference on NCOs has yet to
be investigated on a genome-wide scale after a single round
of meiosis in wild-type individuals.

In the present study, we determined the precise position of
CO and NCO events on all five major D. melanogaster chro-
mosome arms in 196 single meioses. We found a paucity of
COs in the centromere-proximal one-half of most chromo-
some arms, consistent with the influence of the centromere
effect on crossing over. Furthermore, our data suggest that
the degree to which interference controls CO positioningmay
vary across the genome. However, proximity to the centro-
mere does not seem to reduce the frequency of NCOs in this
region, suggesting that NCOs are not sensitive to the centro-
mere effect. We also observed NCOs near sites of crossing
over and near other NCO events, supporting the hypothesis
that NCOs are not sensitive to interference.

Unbiased sequencing of a large number of closely related
individuals allows for the recovery of unexpected meiotic
events. For example, we recovered several DCOs much
smaller than any previously observed in Drosophila. In addi-
tion, we observed three NCO events that appear to be the
result of discontinuous repair, demonstrating the value of
studying a large number of individual meiotic outcomes to
elucidate novel or rare repair outcomes. Finally, analysis of all
196 individual male genomes revealed eight large copy num-
ber variants (CNVs) ranging in size from 17 kb to 855 kb,
most of which appear to have been the result of unequal
crossing over between transposable elements (TEs). This
leads to a revision of the standard model of TE copy number
control through ectopic recombination and suggests that
as in humans, TE-mediated copy number variation plays
an important role in creating genetic heterogeneity in
D. melanogaster.
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Methods

Fly stocks and husbandry

Lab strains of w1118 and Canton-S were isogenized as de-
scribed in Miller et al. (2012). w1118 was isogenic for all four
chromosomes, while Canton-S was heterozygous for the
fourth chromosome as well as for 15,718 SNPs along 3.9
Mb of 2R, from 2R:21,413,827 to the telomere. All flies were
kept on standard cornmeal–molasses and maintained at 25�.

DNA preparation, sequencing, alignment, and
SNP calling

DNA for individual flies was prepared from single adult males
using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit. DNA from
parental lines was prepared from males and females. All flies
were starved for 4 hr before freezing at280� for at least 1 hr.
One microgram of DNA from each was fragmented to 250-bp
fragments using a Covaris S220 sonicator by adjusting the
treatment time to 85 sec. Libraries were prepared using a
Nextera DNA Sample Prep Kit and Bioo Scientific NEXTflex
DNA Barcodes. The resulting libraries were purified using the
Agencourt AMPure XP system (Beckman Coulter) then quan-
tified using a bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) and a Qubit
fluorometer (Life Technologies). For the first batch of 98 in-
dividual male flies, libraries were pooled into four groups and
were run in four lanes each of an Illumina HiSequation 2500
instrument on either a 150-bp or 100-bp paired-end flowcell
(Table S1). For the second batch of 98 individual male flies,
libraries were pooled into four groups and run in two lanes
each of an Illumina HiSequation 2500 instrument on a 125-
bp paired-end flowcell (Table S1). For all runs, HiSeq Control
software 2.0.12.0 and Real-Time Analysis version 1.17.21.3
were used. Secondary Analysis version CASAVA-1.8.2 was
run to demultiplex reads and generate FASTQ files. Align-
ment to the D. melanogaster reference genome (dm6, Univer-
sity of California, Santa Cruz) was performed using bwa
version 0.7.7-r441 (Li and Durbin 2009). After alignment,
Picard and GATK were used to mark duplicate reads and
perform local realignment around InDels (McKenna et al.
2010). SNPs were identified using SAMtools version
0.1.19-44428cd and BCFtools version 0.1.19 (Li et al. 2009).

Males were numbered based on whether their father was
homozygous w1118 or Canton-S and the number of their het-
erozygous mother. For example, male cs12.3 had a Canton-S
father, its mother was female number 12, and it was the third
male selected for DNA extraction. Sibling numbers may not
be continuous, as males with low DNA concentrations after
DNA extraction were not selected for sequencing.

Identification of sites of crossing over and
gene conversion

Parental SNPs with quality scores $220 and a read depth of
at least 20 were used to identify CO and NCO events in off-
spring. Only locations with a SNP present in one parent
and a reference allele in the other parent were considered
in subsequent analysis of the offspring. For each offspring,

SNPs with a quality score ,200 and read depth ,10 were
omitted from analysis. For the hemizygous X chromosome,
instances where the parent of origin switched from one stock
to another were flagged as sites of a potential meiotic event.
For the autosomes, the same strategy was used except can-
didate events were flagged when the parent of origin
switched from either a single parent to both parents or from
both parents to a single parent of origin. Each putative CO
and NCO event was then visually validated using the Integra-
tive Genomics Viewer (Thorvaldsdottir et al. 2013). No CO
events were excluded based on visual observation. Events
flagged as potential NCOs that were due to local misalign-
ment were excluded. While performing data analysis, we
found that lower quality thresholds for SNP calling in either
parents or offspring resulted in a high number of false posi-
tive NCO events, with the overwhelming majority due to
nearby InDel polymorphisms or low-complexity sequence.

Validation of NCO events by PCR

To verify the accuracy of NCO identification, 47 of 291 NCOs
(16%) were validated by PCR and Sanger sequencing (Table
S4); Phusion polymerase (New England Biolabs) was used
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All 47 NCOs
validated as real.

Calculation of NCO tract length and conversion rate

To jointly estimate the rate of NCO events and NCO tract
length, we used the maximum likelihood (ML) approach
modified from Miller et al. (2012). This method accounts
for variable spacing between SNPs by taking into account
the likelihood that a DSB fated to become an NCO gene con-
version occurred within the span of neighboring SNPs of ar-
bitrary distance, but the conversion tract failed to extend far
enough to allow conversion to be seen. Using the entire dis-
tribution of distances between unconverted SNPs and the
positioning of converted SNPs, we jointly estimate the per-
base rate of NCO-fated DSB formation and the tract length
parameter, modeled as a geometric process. This allows us to
estimate the genome-wide rate of DSB formation and tract
length considering the fact that some NCO conversion events
will be missed. Since estimation of NCO tract length is diffi-
cult when spans between SNPs are large, we first jointly es-
timated the ML NCO rate and tract length parameters using
225 of 291 conversion tracts in which the distance between
the converted and unconverted SNPs on both the left and
right side of the NCO tract was,1 kb. We then fixed the tract
length parameter and determined the ML NCO rate parame-
ter using 286 of the 291 NCO events defined by SNPs closer
than 10 kb apart or that were not part of discontinuous repair
tracts.

Motif searching with MEME

To test for the presence of a motif enriched in or around sites
of COs, we usedMEME version 3.9.0 (Bailey and Elkan 1994;
Bailey et al. 2006) to search the sequence surrounding 201
single crossovers (SCOs) defined by polymorphisms#500 bp
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apart (Table S2, Figure S5C). To account for factors acting
outside of the apparent CO interval, the search window was
expanded to include 1 kb upstream and downstream of each
CO interval. We searched for motifs 5–12 bp long. To create a
background distribution of motifs, we performed 100 trials
where 201 COs were randomly placed along the five major
chromosome arms with CO lengths randomly determined to
be between 11 and 500 nucleotides long. Four motifs, [AT]GC
[TA]GC[TA]GC[AT]GC[TA], ATAT[AG]TA[TC]ATAT, [TGC]
[TGC]TGGCCA[ACG][ACG], and AA[TA]T[GT][CA]A[AT]TT
(Figure S6) were found to be significantly enriched in the ob-
served CO spans but were also found in $21 of our randomly
sampledCO intervals, suggesting that they are unlikely to be real.

Statistical methods and modeling

The probability of recovering the observed number of SCO,
DCO, and triple crossover (TCO) or greater events was cal-
culated by randomly distributing 541 CO events among 980
chromosome arms. Observed and expected values based on
100,000 trials can be found in Table S7.

An expected distribution of distance between DCO events
was created by conservatively assuming equal numbers of
COs across the five chromosome arms of 196 individual flies
and distributing 541 CO events randomly among 980 chro-
mosomearms in100,000 trials. Theaveragedistancebetween
randomly placed DCO events was calculated to be 8.1 Mb.

An expected distribution of the distance between ran-
domly distributed COs and NCOs was created by placing 541
COs and 291 NCO events randomly along the five major
chromosome arms. The distance between events occurring
on the same arm was then calculated. If one NCO and two
COs occurred, then the distance from theNCO to bothCOswas
calculated. If twoNCOsandoneCOoccurred, then thedistance
fromeachNCOto theCOwascalculated.Theobservedaverage
distance between a CO and NCO was 8.4 Mb, the expected
average distancewas 8.8Mb based on 100,000 trials assuming
uniform distribution of both NCO and CO events randomly
placed on 980 chromosome arms. Similarly, the expected
number of two or more NCO events per chromosome arm
and the distance between multiple NCO events per chromo-
some arm was created by 100,000 trials of randomly placing
291 NCO events along the five major chromosome arms.

Similarly, to determine if NCOs are shifted with respect to
the centromere, 291 NCO events were randomly distributed
among the five major chromosome arms and the number of
NCOs in the proximal one-third of each chromosome armwas
calculated. The observed percentage of NCO events in the
proximal one-third of each chromosome arm was: X: 26%,
95% CI: 22–46%; 2L: 27%, 95% CI: 22–47%; 2R: 18%, 95%
CI: 21–45%; 3L: 27%, 95% CI: 22–45%; and 3R: 29%, 95%
CI: 21–45%. A total of 100,000 trials were performed to
calculate the confidence interval for each arm.

Data availability

Strains are available on request. Sequencing data from
this project has been deposited at the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) under the following project
numbers: PRJNA285112 (isogenized w1118 and Canton-S pa-
rental stocks) and PRJNA307070 (196 individualmales). Scripts
used to align genome data, to call SNPs, to identify CO and NCO
sites, and to estimate NCO rate and tract length can be found at
https://github.com/danrdanny/2016_CO_NCO_Paper.

Results

We directly assessed the number and position of COs and
NCOs in D. melanogaster using females obtained by crossing
two divergent, isogenic stocks—w1118 and Canton-S—which
are wild-type laboratory lines commonly used in meiotic seg-
regation assays (Page et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2012; Collins
et al. 2014). Isogenized parental lines were found to be dif-
ferent at 486,549 SNPs byWGS. Specifically, we identified on
average 1 SNP every 379 base pairs on the X, 1/192 bp on 2L,
1/295 bp on 2R, 1/241 bp on 3L, and 1/302 bp on 3R. Het-
erozygous F1 females were crossed to either homozygous
w1118 males or homozygous Canton-S males and 196 of the
resulting F2 male offspring were individually whole-genome
sequenced (Figure S2). The F2 males were sequenced to an
average X-chromosome depth of 243 (minimum average:
83, maximum average: 453) and an average autosomal
depth of 453 (minimum average: 143, maximum average:
873) (Table S1). By analyzing the euchromatic portion of the
genome, 541 sites of crossing over and 291 NCOs were iden-
tified by changes in the haplotype origin along thematernally
transmitted chromosomes (see Methods) (Figure 1, Figure
S3, Figure S4, Table S2, and Table S3). We observed no
significant difference in the number or distribution of recom-
bination events recovered from heterozygous females that
were the progeny of reciprocal crosses between w1118 and
Canton-S (Figure S2).

To assess the number of false-positive NCOs recovered, we
randomly selected 28 of 79 NCO events defined by a single
SNP and 19 of 41 NCO events defined by two SNPs for
sequence verification, because we considered those the most
likely to be false-positive NCO events. We validated all of
the 47 selected NCO events by PCR and Sanger sequenc-
ing, giving us high confidence that the remaining NCO events
are, in fact, real (Table S4).

Distribution of single COs

TheobservedpatternofCOs followedadistributionexpectedby
traditional phenotypicmarker analysis,with the four autosomal
arms displaying a paucity of COs in the centromere-proximal
euchromatic sequence due to the centromere effect, and a less
pronounced telomere effect shifting COs away from the telo-
meric regions on all five major chromosome arms (Figure 2).
For example, for the four autosomal arms, 72–83% of the
SCOs were in the distal one-half of the chromosome arm
(Table S2), demonstrating the ability of the centromere
effect to alter the proximal distribution of SCO events.

Although the four autosomal arms displayed a relative pau-
city of centromere-proximal COs, a diminished centromere
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Figure 1 Distribution of 541 COs and 291 NCOs recovered in this study. Each panel represents one of the five major D. melanogaster chromosome
arms (the 1.4-Mb 4th chromosome was not examined in this study). The centromere (CEN) resides on the right side of each panel. The top track in each
panel shows the SNP density observed when comparing the Canton-S and w1118 stocks. Note that SNP density drops to zero in the centromere-proximal
regions of most chromosome arms, reflecting the recent addition of previously unmapped sequence to the latest D. melanogaster genome release. The
NCO and SCO tracks show the locations of all NCOs and single COs recovered, respectively; the DCO tracks show the locations and spans of all double
COs. One DCO on 2L (denoted by *) was partly the result of unequal crossing over between two transposable elements. One TCO was recovered on 3R.
The centromere effect shifts crossovers distally on the autosomal arms; note that close to 80% of the SCOs on each autosomal arm occur in the distal
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effect was seen on the X chromosome, with 59% of the SCOs
occurring in the distal one-half of the chromosome arm (Figure
1, Table S2). This result parallels observations made in pre-
vious genetic studies (Baker and Hall 1972; Lindsley and
Sandler 1977; Page et al. 2007) and was not unexpected be-
cause the X chromosome has a large block of heterochromatin
residing between the centromere and the euchromatin that
buffers the distance over which the centromere effect may act
(Yamamoto and Miklos 1977; Lindsley and Zimm 1992). In-
deed, studies have shown that the frequency of crossing over
in the centromere-proximal euchromatin of the X chromo-
some can be greatly reduced simply by deleting large blocks
of proximal heterochromatin (Yamamoto and Miklos 1978).

Double crossovers and crossover interference

InD.melanogaster, researchers have traditionally used a limited
number of variably spaced visible markers to measure recom-
bination on each chromosome. (Commonly used markers and

their approximate locations are shown in Figure 1.) Using this
method of analysis, a CO event occurring distal to the most
distally located visual marker on a chromosome would not be
evident. Importantly, the distal CO may be part of a DCO that
would thus be scored as an SCO instead. Similarly, a small DCO
occurring between two adjacent visual markers would also be
concealed using standard recombination assays.

As anticipated from studies dating back to Weinstein
(1918), we recovered far more SCOs, fewer chromatids that
did not experience a crossover event (or parental chroma-
tids), fewer DCOs, and fewer triple crossovers (TCOs) per
chromosome arm than expected by chance (Table S5, chi-
square P , 0.0001, based on 100,000 trials of randomly
distributing 541 COs among 980 chromosome arms). Using
WGS after a single round of meiosis further allowed us to
precisely measure the distance between each crossover of a
DCO and to identify closely spaced DCOs between visual
markers, which could be missed by traditional recombination

one-half of the chromosome, but that frequency is only 60% in the distal one-half of the X chromosome. Commonly used visual markers are shown in
the bottom track of each panel; descriptions of each can be found at FlyBase (http://www.flybase.org). Chromosome coordinates are in megabases
along the x-axis.

Figure 2 Coefficient of exchange. COs are plotted in 1-Mb intervals for the five major chromosome arms. The orange line is a best fit of the data and
the gray shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval of the best-fit line. The centromere effect is apparent along the four autosomal arms and the
less pronounced telomere effect is apparent along all five arms.
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analysis. For example, the small 1.5-Mb DCO recovered be-
tween dp and b on 2L (Figure 1) may not have been apparent
using visual markers alone. Similarly, several of the SCO
events, such as the distalmost SCO on 2R (Figure 1), may
also have been missed.

We recovered 52 chromatids with DCOs (Figure 1, Figure
S3, Figure S4, and Table S6). Specifically, we identified 13
DCOs on the X chromosome, 9 on 2L, 5 on 2R, 15 on 3L, and
10 on 3R. The vast majority of all DCOs recovered were
widely spaced, with an average distance between them of
10.5 Mb, significantly larger than expected by chance (P ,
0.0001, expected average distance 8.1 Mb, binomial test
based on 100,000 trials of randomly distributing 541 COs
among the entire length of 980 chromosome arms). Of the
14 total DCOs recovered on the 2nd chromosome, 1 was the
largest DCO observed in this study (19.9 Mb in male cs8.6;
seeMethods for an explanation of naming conventions) and 2
were among the smallest recovered (1.5 Mb in male w4.8;
and 4.0 Mb in male w12.2) (Figure 1, Figure S3, Figure S4,
and Table S6). Recovery of DCOs both as small as 1.5 Mb and
as large as 19.9 Mb was unexpected. To determine how often
we would expect to recover DCO events of these sizes by
chance, we randomly distributed 52 DCO events across each
of the 5 major chromosome arms and recovered a #2.0-Mb
DCO in only 0.1% of 100,000 trials and a $19-Mb DCO in
0.2% of trials.

Interestingly, we also found that the strength of interfer-
ence differed between chromosomes. Although the two arms
of the 2nd chromosome had a similar, albeit slightly greater,
number of SCO events as the other chromosome arms (X: 86,
2L: 88, 2R: 90, 3L: 84, 3R: 86), we observed proportionally
fewer DCOs on the 2nd chromosome compared to the X and
the 3rd chromosomes (P = 0.027, Fisher’s exact one-tailed
test). If the strength of interference were equal across chro-
mosome arms, we would expect all chromosomes to have a
similar number of doubles. However, the number of doubles
observed on the 2nd was proportionally about half that of the
X and 3rd chromosomes, driven, in part, by the paucity of
doubles observed on 2R.

These findings demonstrate the ability of crossover inter-
ference to influence the distribution of exchange events
(Muller 1916; Lindsley and Sandler 1977; Berchowitz and
Copenhaver 2010). They also may suggest that interference
may not act equally among the five major chromosome arms.
Indeed, the paucity of doubles observed on the 2nd compared
to the X and 3rd suggest that interference may act differently
on the 2nd chromosome than it does on the other chromo-
some arms (Figure 1).

To more quantitatively describe the distribution of chro-
mosome arms that experienced no, one, or two CO events
(denoted as E0, E1, and E2 bivalents, respectively), we
employed the algebraic approach developed by Weinstein
(1918) (Table S7). Our estimates of the frequencies of E1
and E2 bivalents are consistent with those obtained using
data from much larger genetic studies of recombination on
the X, 2nd, or 3rd chromosomes (Baker and Carpenter 1972;

Parry 1973; Page et al. 2007; Collins et al. 2014). Specifically,
our E2 values of 27% for the X, 18% for 2L, and 31% for 3L
are similar to previously published datasets with much larger
n values, and our E2 value of 10% for 2R is identical to a
previously published study (Parry 1973) (Table S7). Taken
together, these observations provide additional evidence that
mechanisms of crossover control may differ between chromo-
some arms.

NCOs fail to show interference and are insensitive to the
centromere effect

Although much is known about the distribution of COs in
D. melanogaster, less is known about the genome-wide distri-
bution of NCOs. Because of the challenge of identifying the
precise location of large numbers of NCOs after a singlemeiosis,
it has been unclear whether NCO events follow the same rules
pertaining to interference and the centromere effect as COs.

The 291NCOs identified in our study contained an average
of 5.0 SNPs per event (minimum 1 and maximum 35; Table
S3). The average maximum conversion tract length, defined
as the distance between unconverted polymorphisms, was
1421 bp (Figure S5A, Table S3); the average minimum con-
version tract length, defined as the distance between the first
and last converted polymorphism, was 290 bp (Figure S5B,
Table S3). The maximum likelihood estimate for the average
tract length was found to be 440–442 bp (seeMethods). This
is consistent with previously reported estimates of conversion
tract lengths, which range from 352 bp to 441 bp in studies
using the rosy marker (Hilliker et al. 1994; Blanton et al.
2005) and from 476 bp to 518 bp in studies using WGS
(Miller et al. 2012; Comeron et al. 2012). In addition, using
maximum likelihood analysis, we find the conversion rate to
be �2.1 3 1028 per base pair per meiosis, consistent with a
rate of�2.03 1028 per base pair per meiosis reported for the
rosy gene in two other studies (Hilliker et al. 1994; Blanton
et al. 2005) and 1.8 3 1028 per base pair per meiosis using
WGS (Miller et al. 2012).

Determining the precise location of the observed NCOs on
the genome sequence revealed 33 chromatids containing two
or more conversion events, a number not significantly differ-
ent than expected by chance (P=0.8, based on 100,000 trials
of randomly distributing 291 NCO events among 980 chro-
mosome arms then counting the number of arms with two or
more NCOs present), with 11 of the 33 instances occurring
within 4Mb of each other (P=0.5, based on 100,000 trials of
randomly distributing 291 NCO events, then counting those
within 4 Mb of each other). Additionally, we found 128 in-
stances where a conversion occurred on the same chromatid
as either a single, double, or triple crossover event. Thirty-
two of these conversions occurred within 4 Mb of a crossover,
a number not significantly different from that expected by
chance (P = 0.05, based on 100,000 trials of conservatively
randomly distributing 541 CO and 291 NCO events, then
counting those within 4 Mb of each other). Together, these
data suggest that NCOs neither generate nor are subject to
interference.
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We next examined NCOs with respect to the centromere
effect. On chromosome 2R, although none (0/90) of the SCOs
fell within the centromere-proximal one-third of the chromo-
some arm, 18% (11/61) of the NCOs recovered were in this
region (P , 0.0001, Fisher’s exact test) (Figure 1). In addi-
tion, only 2% (3/170) of the SCOs on the 3rd chromosome
fell within the centromere-proximal one-third of either arm,
whereas 27% (17/64) and 29% (19/66) of NCOs fell within
that region on 3L and 3R, respectively (P , 0.0001, Fisher’s
exact test). For each chromosome arm, we modeled a ran-
dom distribution of conversion events and found that the
number of NCO events in the proximal one-third of each
chromosome arm was not different from those placed by
random chance (see Methods for individual chromosome
arm values and 95% confidence intervals). The only excep-
tion was chromosome 2R, in which we observed that signif-
icantly fewer NCOs occurred in the proximal one-third of the
chromosome arm than expected by chance (P = 0.03). Note
that although only 9% of the SNPs on chromosome 2R are
found in the centromere-proximal one-third of the arm, all
tests are based on the conservative assumption that SNPs are
equally distributed along the chromosome arm, suggesting
that this deviation is, in fact, explained by low SNP density
in this region. These data therefore suggest that NCOs in
D. melanogaster are insensitive to the centromere effect. In-
deed, the paucity of SNPs in the most proximal region of each
chromosome arm, including 2R, prevents us from determining
exactly how close to the euchromatic/heterochromatic bound-
ary conversions may occur (Figure 1); thus, we are likely
underestimating the frequency of proximal conversion events.

To estimate the number of NCOs we may have missed due
to decreased SNP density, we used data from the 291 NCOs we
recovered to estimate the genome-wide NCO rate to be 2.13
1028 conversions per base pair per meiosis. Applying this rate
to the entire 132.5-Mb haploid genome (excluding the Y and
4th chromosomes and unmapped heterochromatic regions)
yields 2.8 recoverable conversions per haploidmeiosis (132.5
Mb3 2.13 1028). Thus, in the 196 individual flies examined
in this study, we should have recovered �549 NCO events
had all events been equally detectable. Our observation that
the NCOs we observe are insensitive to the centromere effect
and to interference suggests that DSBs produced either near
the centromere or in proximity to another DSB are preferen-
tially repaired as NCOs. It is therefore likely that many of the
258 conversions we failed to detect (549 expected 2 291
detected) occurred in regions of low SNP density, such as in
the centromere-proximal euchromatic regions or in SNP de-
serts that occur randomly throughout the genome.

Recovery of complex NCO events

Unbiased recovery of NCO events on a genome-wide scale
allows for the identification of unexpected meiotic repair
products. We recovered three discontinuous NCOs on chro-
mosome 2R that appear to be the result of either a mitotic
repair event or a complex meiotic repair event. (When count-
ing NCOs, we considered these three discontinuous tracts as

single NCO events unless otherwise noted.) All three discon-
tinuous repair events appear as two short conversion tracts
with a nonconverted SNP between them (Figure 3). These
events appear remarkably similar to a complex conversion
event at rosy recovered by Carpenter (1982) and analyzed
at themolecular level by Curtis and Bender (1991). There are
several processes, including bidirectional repair or template
switching during repair, that may have given rise to these
events (Merker et al. 2003; Whitby 2005). Recovery and
identification of more complex repair events such as this,
perhaps by methods designed to enrich for them, would cer-
tainly contribute to the mechanistic understanding of the re-
pair processes at play during D. melanogaster female meiosis.

Transposable elements mediate copy number variation
in Drosophila

In addition to the recovery of complex meiotic repair events,
whole-genome sequencing of individual flies also allowed us
to observe evidence of ectopic exchange events mediated by
TEs. TEs are mobile DNA elements that can replicate within a
genome by moving into or near genes, sometimes with del-
eterious effects to the host. TEs have been shown to be an
important component of genome evolution and are thought
to cause large deletions or duplications through ectopic ex-
change or unequal crossing over either between homologs or
sister chromatids (Figure 4) (Kaminker et al. 2002; Lee and
Langley 2012). These CNVs may be visualized by plotting
depth of coverage for an entire genome or region of interest
(Figure 4A). We recovered one DCO (male cs14.5) on chro-
mosome 2L in which the proximal of the two COs occurred at
the same position as a TE present in the w1118 parental line
but not in the Canton-S parental line (Figure 1, Table 1). The
position of this proximal CO also defined a change in read
depth, with�50% higher read depth on the distal side of the
CO than on the proximal side (Figure 5A). Plotting read
depth for the entire chromosome arm revealed a 212-kb du-
plication precisely defined by two TEs, with the distal TE
present only in the Canton-S parental line and the proximal
TE present only in the w1118 parental line (Table 1). We then
created depth-of-coverage graphs for all 196 males se-
quenced in this study and identified three additional CNVs
$10 kb in size that were present only in individual male off-
spring (Figure 5, B–D, Table 1), as well as four CNVs shared
among multiple male siblings (Figure 5, E–H, Table 1).

The presence of a CNV in one male on the maternal
haplotype that is not present in his siblings would suggest
that the CNV is a de novo event; thus, it is likely that the CNVs
in the four males represented in Figure 5, A–D are indeed de
novo CNVs. Three of these four CNVs had identical TEs pre-
sent at both sides of the CNV in either one or both of the
parents (Table 1). The remaining de novo CNVwas a deletion
that contained a TE on only the distal side of the deletion in the
Canton-S stock and no apparent parental TE or low-complexity
sequence on the proximal side of the deletion (Table 1).

Because four of the CNVs observed were present in more
than one sibling, it was presumed that these alleles were
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segregating in the parental germline. By analyzing TEs pre-
sent in the w1118 or Canton-S stocks along with the flanking
SNP profiles of the CNVs, we determined that three of the
four inherited CNVs were likely sister chromatid recombina-
tion events mediated by identically oriented TEs (Figure 4B,
Figure 5, E–H, Table 1). The remaining inherited CNV was a
deletion defined on its proximal side by a TE present only in
the Canton-S line but no apparent TE in either the w1118 or
Canton-S stocks on its distal side. BLAST of read pairs from
the distal side of the deletion revealed that all unmapped
pairs matched a canonical hobo element (a TE family), sug-
gesting that the deletion was mediated by the hobo element
in the absence of an identical TE at the distal location.

Interestingly, four of the eight CNV events we observed lie
in the proximal one-third of the chromosome arms, where
crossing over is reduced. Previous studies have concluded
that ectopic recombination is likely a major factor limiting
the spread of TEs in natural populations (Charlesworth and
Langley 1986). Our findings support this conclusion; how-
ever, our data also show that ectopic recombination occurs at
a significant frequency in regions of the genome with lower
recombination. This is surprising because the accumulation
of TEs in centromere-proximal genomic regions has histori-
cally been thought to be caused by a low rate of ectopic re-
combination in these regions (Charlesworth and Langley
1989; Lee and Langley 2010). Our data suggest, rather, that
the reduced efficacy of selection against TE-mediated CNV
formation in regions of reduced recombination may contrib-
ute to the accumulation in these regions.

Discussion

Elucidating the properties controlling meiotic COs and NCOs
has been of interest to Drosophila researchers for over a cen-
tury. The present study helps to explain and clarify several
observations that Drosophila researchers have made during
that time. By examining 196 individual wild-type meiotic
events, we are able to make accurate and precise observations

about the number and position of COs and NCOs for the five
major chromosome arms in D. melanogaster. We find, as
expected, that COs are sensitive to the centromere effect and
occur with less frequency in the centromere-proximal euchro-
matic regions of autosomal chromosome arms. NCOs, on the
other hand, are not sensitive to the centromere effect and are
often found in proximal euchromatic regions. NCOs also do not
seem to be sensitive to or to generate interference and may
occur close to crossover events, within double crossover events,
and, surprisingly, even within close proximity to one another.

Crossover interference is evident in our dataset based on
two observations. First, we recovered only 52 DCO events,
significantly fewer than expected by random chance (Table
S5), and only one TCO. Second, we find that DCOs are gen-
erally widely spaced, with an average distance of 10.5 Mb
between the COs. Although interference is seen in many or-
ganisms from yeast to humans, the full mechanism remains a
mystery (Berchowitz and Copenhaver 2010). D. mauritiana,
a species closely related to D. melanogaster, appears to have
about twice as many COs—with more centromere-proximal
COs—per chromosome arm as D. melanogaster (True et al.
1995). It would be interesting to perform an experiment in
D. mauritiana similar to the one described here to obtain
detailed insight into the distribution and distance between
these crossovers. Because these two species are �3 million
years divergent (Lachaise et al. 1986), it may be possible to
identify genes or polymorphisms that play an important role
in this process.

In some organisms there are twomain pathways for repair-
ing DSBs as COs. These are referred to as the ZMM-dependent,

Figure 4 Model of unequal exchange between homologous chromo-
somes or sister chromatids. (A) Nonallelic homologous recombination
between identical TEs on homologous chromosomes creates a CO with
one chromatid carrying a duplication and another carrying a deletion.
Expected log2 depth-of-coverage graphs are shown for autosomal dupli-
cations and deletions. (B) Unequal sister chromatid exchange between
identical TEs creates one sister chromatid carrying a duplication and one
with a deletion. Note that in these models TEs are oriented in the same
direction.

Figure 3 Recovery of complex NCO repair events. We recovered three
instances of complex NCO repair similar to an event recovered by Car-
penter (1982) and described by Curtis and Bender (1991). Exact coordi-
nates for each NCO can be found in Table S3 and are based on D.
melanogaster genome release 6 (dm6).
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or class I, pathway and the Mus81-dependent, or class II,
pathway (Whitby 2005). Class II crossovers, which appear to
act as a “backup” system in some organisms, are infrequent
and are insensitive to interference (Novak et al. 2001;
Hollingsworth and Brill 2004). Recent work in tomato
(Solanum lycopersicum) using high-resolution microscopy to
visualize class I and class II crossover events (Anderson et al.
2014) reported fewer class II events (18% of total COs) and
found them much more often in the centromere-proximal eu-
chromatin, suggesting that they may be less sensitive to the
centromere effect than class I events. Perhaps then, it is possi-
ble that the 1.4-Mb DCO recovered on chromosome 2L, possi-
bly the smallest DCO ever reported in D. melanogaster, is a
product of the class II, noninterfering pathway, similar to the
3.0-Mb DCO observed on the X and the 4.0-Mb DCO observed
on 2R. If these events are indeed class II events, they may be
the first demonstration of this pathway in D. melanogaster.

Several studies have identifiedmotifs associated with sites
of crossing over in bothD.melanogaster (Comeron et al. 2012;
Miller et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2013) and other species of
Drosophila (Cirulli et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2008; Stevison
and Noor 2010). Analyzing our current dataset, we detected
no motifs enriched over background using 201 of the SCO
events defined by two SNPs #500 bp apart (Figure S6). This
finding suggests that either several motifs may be associated
with COs, as reported by Comeron et al. (2012), or that cross-
overs inD.melanogastermaybe associatedwith open chromatin
and transcription in early meiosis (Adrian and Comeron 2013).
Either one of these possibilities would make a true crossover-
associated motif difficult to detect in a dataset of this size.

We recovered 541 total CO events and expected to recover
549NCOevents in our study (291NCOevents recovered, 258

NCOevents not recovered). Early studies ofNCOevents at the
ry locus recovered a significantly higher number of NCOs
than COs (Chovnick et al. 1971), leading us to wonder
whether we were underestimating the total number of NCO
events we expected to recover. The increased ratio of NCO:
CO events at ry in previous studies makes sense in light of our
finding that NCO events are evenly distributed along the
chromosome arm, while CO events are shifted to the distal
two-thirds of the chromosome arm (Figure 1). Indeed, only
four of 41 SCO events (9%) on 3R occurred between ry (3R:
13,032,528–13,038,020, cytological location 87D) and the
centromere, demonstrating that few CO events are expected
in this region. In addition, a smaller analysis of only the
X chromosome from 30 individual males using the same ge-
netic background recovered 15 COs, five NCOs, and calcu-
lated that seven additional NCO events were not recovered
(Miller et al. 2012)—similar to the NCO:CO ratio observed in
the current study.

During prophase I of meiosis I,�11–17DSBs are produced
per oocyte (Mehrotra andMcKim 2006). Our likelihood anal-
ysis shows that 11 (2.8 per meiotic product 3 4 haploid
products of meiosis) of these DSBs will be repaired as NCO
events. DSBs may also be repaired as COs and we recover an
average of 2.8 COs per individual (541 COs/196 individuals)
in this study. Because COs between homologs are apparent on
only two chromatids, we estimate that 5.6 total COs (2.8 COs
per individual3 2) are produced during a single meiosis, the
same number reported in early estimates of 5.6 exchanges
per meiosis (Lindsley and Grell 1967; Carpenter 1982).
Therefore the observed number of CO events plus our esti-
mate of the total number of NCO events likely account for
nearly all the DSBs formed during meiosis.

Table 1 CNVs recovered in this study

Figure CNV type Chr Proximal coordinate Distal coordinate Proximal featurea,b TE orientationc Distal feature TE orientation

De novo CNVs
6A Duplication 2L 20,845,594 21,057,582 w: — — w: Roo Unknown

cs: Roo 39–59 cs: — —

6B Deletion 2L 10,113,178 10,194,791 w: — — w: — —

cs: McClintock Unknown cs: — —

6C Duplication 2R 15,005,073 15,860,851 w: hobo (DMHFL1) 39–59 w: hobo (DMHFL1) 39–59
cs: — — cs: — —

6D Duplication 3L 19,624,757 20,272,082 w: DMIS297 Unknown w: — —

cs: DMIS297 Unknown cs: DMIS297 Unknown
Inherited CNVs
6E Duplication X 14,413,980 14,817,705 w: Roo Unknown w: Roo Unknown

cs: — — cs: — —

6F Deletion 2L 5,622,078 5,639,080 w: — — w: — —

cs: hobo (DMHFL1) 39–59 cs: hobo (DMHFL1) 39–59
6G Deletion 3L 19,053,516 19,102,247 w: — — w: — —

cs: DMIS297 Unknown cs: DMIS297 Unknown
6H Deletion 3R 27,406,208 27,499,496 w: — — w: — —

cs: hobo (DMHFL1) 39–59 cs: — —

Four CNVs (6A–6D) were recovered in only individual males and are thus likely to have arisen de novo. All four of these CNVs were defined by at least one TE in one of two
parental genomes, and one CNV (6A) defined the proximal CO of a DCO event. Four CNVs (6E–6H) were shared among multiple individuals, and all four were defined by at
least one TE present in one of the two parental genomes. The Figure column lists the panel in Figure 5 to which each event corresponds.
a Roo, McClintock, hobo, and DMIS297 are different TE families; w = w1118; cs = Canton-S.
b Em dash (—) indicates that no TE was observed.
c TE, transposable element.
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The reported number of DSBs in repair-deficient mutants,
19–23, is somewhat higher than that observed in wild type
(Jang et al. 2003; Mehrotra and McKim 2006; Lake et al.
2013). This difference may be because repair-deficient mu-
tants may create more DSBs than wild type, as resolution of
breaks as either COs or NCOs may provide feedback that
limits the number of DSBs produced (Thacker et al. 2014).
If this is the case, the absence of this feedback may artificially
inflate the number of DSBs expected in a wild-type back-
ground and 19–23 may not be an accurate number of DSBs
in D. melanogaster. If the true number of DSBs created during
meiosis is indeed slightly higher than the 11–17 reported in

wild type, then our analysis may be missing evidence of other
repair events. Examples of these events include mismatch
repair of a NCO that may mask an identifying SNP, causing
an underestimation of the number of NCO events (Radford
et al. 2007), or nonhomologous end joining or sister chroma-
tid repair may resolve a DSB in a way that is undetectable
using SNPor InDel polymorphisms (McVey et al. 2004; Johnson-
Schlitz et al. 2007; Goldfarb and Lichten 2010).

Unexpectedly, we identified four large de novo and four
large inherited CNVs in the 196 individual male genomes
that we studied. Previous studies of TE-mediated copy num-
ber variation in Drosophila focused on assaying unequal ex-
change between one family of TEs, roo elements, near the
white locus (Davis et al. 1987; Montgomery et al. 1991).
Separately, a screen for de novo mutations resulting in eye
color changes recovered five large deletions that were pre-
sumed to be the result of unequal exchange between TEs at
different genomic positions (Watanabe et al. 2009). Using
these five deletions, Watanabe et al. (2009) estimated the
mutation rate for large deletions and duplications affecting
multiple genes to be 1.7%, remarkably close to the 2% rate
we observe for de novo CNVs in our study. The similar muta-
tion rate observed in both studies supports the hypothesis
that ectopic recombination is a common source of genetic
variation in D. melanogaster and demonstrates the value of
unbiased sequencing of individual meiotic products.

With one significant exception (Parry 1973), all previous
genetic studies of recombination in Drosophila have focused
on a single chromosome arm or studied offspring from
recombinant inbred lines (Comeron et al. 2012). Ours is
the first to characterize both NCOs and COs on all five major
arms within a single meiosis. Our data show that the process-
es that position CO events are clearly distinct from those that
position NCO events. It will be of considerable interest, as
sequencing technology improves and declines in cost, to re-
peat this analysis in the presence of polar effect mutants or
genotypes that elevate recombination. In addition, controlled
crossing experiments such as ours should be repeated using
recently isolated and characterized wild-type lines, which
may carry polymorphisms affecting the distribution or num-
ber of meiotic repair events (Mackay et al. 2013; Lack et al.
2015), as it would be informative to identify lines in which
these properties are significantly different from those de-
scribed in this study or from each other. Much of this will
involve repeating 20th century genetic assays with 21st cen-
tury genomic approaches. But the goal will remain un-
changed—to identify the mechanisms that ensure the
proper number and position of exchanges and thus ensure
the proper segregation of homologs at the first meiotic
division.
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Figure	  S1.	  Recombination	  rate	  is	  non-‐uniform	  in	  Drosophila.	  Representation	  of	  the	  non-‐uniform	  rate	  
of	  recombination	  for	  a	  metacentric	  chromosome,	  similar	  to	  what	  is	  observed	  for	  the	  five	  major	  D.	  
melanogaster	  chromosome	  arms.	  The	  centromere	  effect	  shifts	  recombination	  away	  from	  the	  
centromere	  and	  the	  milder	  telomere	  effect	  shifts	  recombination	  away	  from	  the	  telomere	  (per-‐
chromosome	  population-‐wide	  estimates	  available	  in	  Mackay	  et	  al.	  2013).	  



Figure	  S2.	  Cross	  scheme.	  Half	  of	  the	  196	  males	  sequenced	  in	  this	  study	  were	  generated	  by	  crossing	  
isogenized	  Canton-‐S	  females	  to	  isogenized	  w1118	  males,	  and	  half	  were	  generated	  by	  the	  reciprocal	  
cross	  of	  isogenized	  w1118	  females	  to	  isogenized	  Canton-‐S	  males.	  Individual	  heterozygous	  females	  were	  
recovered,	  crossed	  to	  either	  individual	  w1118	  or	  Canton-‐S	  males,	  and	  recombinant	  male	  offspring	  were	  
analyzed.	  



Figure	  S3.	  Meiotic	  events	  recovered	  from	  98	  individual	  males	  from	  w1118	  fathers.	  Each	  row	  
represents	  a	  single	  male	  analyzed	  and	  each	  column	  represents	  one	  of	  the	  five	  major	  D.	  melanogaster	  
chromosome	  arms.	  Centromeres	  are	  located	  on	  the	  right	  side	  of	  the	  X	  chromosome,	  between	  2L	  and	  
2R,	  and	  between	  3L	  and	  3R.	  The	  axis	  of	  each	  chromosome	  arm	  is	  shown	  in	  Mb.	  SCOs	  are	  represented	  
by	  individual	  circles,	  DCOs	  by	  connected	  boxes,	  and	  NCOs	  by	  lines.	  Note	  that	  NCO	  events	  occur	  both	  
near	  and	  within	  COs	  and	  within	  close	  proximity	  of	  one	  another,	  thus	  failing	  to	  demonstrate	  
interference.	  	  



Figure	  S4.	  Meiotic	  events	  recovered	  from	  98	  individual	  males	  from	  Canton-‐S	  fathers.	  Each	  row	  
represents	  a	  single	  male	  analyzed	  and	  each	  column	  represents	  one	  of	  the	  five	  major	  D.	  melanogaster	  
chromosome	  arms.	  Centromeres	  are	  located	  on	  the	  right	  side	  of	  the	  X	  chromosome,	  between	  2L	  and	  
2R,	  and	  between	  3L	  and	  3R.	  The	  axis	  of	  each	  chromosome	  arm	  is	  shown	  in	  Mb.	  SCOs	  are	  represented	  
by	  individual	  circles,	  DCOs	  by	  connected	  boxes,	  and	  NCOs	  by	  lines.	  Three	  connected	  boxes	  represent	  
the	  TCO	  recovered	  on	  3R	  in	  stock	  cs14.5.	  Note	  that	  NCO	  events	  occur	  both	  near	  and	  within	  COs	  and	  
within	  close	  proximity	  of	  one	  another,	  thus	  failing	  to	  demonstrate	  interference.	  	  



Figure	  S5.	  Distribution	  of	  CO	  and	  NCO	  event	  sizes.	  The	  middle	  bar	  of	  each	  box	  represents	  the	  mean,	  
and	  the	  upper	  and	  lower	  boundaries	  of	  the	  box	  represent	  the	  1st	  and	  3rd	  quartiles,	  respectively.	  (A)	  
Box-‐and-‐whisker	  plot	  of	  maximum	  conversion	  tract	  sizes	  for	  all	  291	  NCOs	  recovered.	  (B)	  Box-‐and-‐
whisker	  plot	  of	  minimum	  conversion	  tract	  sizes	  for	  all	  291	  NCOs	  recovered.	  (C)	  Box-‐and-‐whisker	  plot	  
for	  all	  541	  COs	  recovered	  in	  this	  study.	  COs	  show	  a	  much	  wider	  distribution	  than	  NCO	  events	  do,	  with	  
some	  being	  defined	  by	  gaps	  of	  more	  than	  100	  kb.	  



Figure	  S6.	  Non-‐significant	  motifs	  recovered	  in	  this	  study.	  Using	  MEME	  (Bailey	  and	  Elkan	  1994),	  we	  
identified	  four	  motifs	  significantly	  enriched	  around	  201	  SCOs	  defined	  by	  polymorphisms	  ≤500	  bp	  
apart	  (Table	  S1).	  We	  performed	  100	  trials	  of	  randomly	  sampling	  201	  crossover	  events	  and	  found	  all	  
four	  motifs	  significantly	  enriched	  in	  at	  least	  21	  of	  100	  trials,	  thus	  these	  motifs	  were	  all	  false-‐positive	  
findings.	  



Table S1. Sequencing data for all 196 individuals and two parental lines used in this study. (.xls, 
82 KB) 

 

Available for download as a .xls file at 
www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.115.186486/-/DC1/TableS1.xls 



Table S2. Detailed information on all 541 crossovers recovered in this study. (.xls, 101 KB) 

 

Available for download as a .xls file at 
www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.115.186486/-/DC1/TableS2.xls 



Table S3. Detailed information for all 294 NCO events recovered in this study. (.xls, 100 KB) 

 

Available for download as a .xls file at 
www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.115.186486/-/DC1/TableS3.xls 



Table S4. PCR primers used to validate selected NCO events. (.xls, 47 KB) 

 

Available for download as a .xls file at 
www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.115.186486/-/DC1/TableS4.xls 



Table S5. Observed and expected numbers of noncrossover chromatids, SCOs, DCOs, TCOs, 
and greater. (.xls, 36 KB) 

 

Available for download as a .xls file at 
www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.115.186486/-/DC1/TableS5.xls 



Table S6. Detailed information on all 52 DCO events and one TCO event. (.xls, 44 KB) 

 

Available for download as a .xls file at 
www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.115.186486/-/DC1/TableS6.xls 



Table S7. E--‐values from this study and previously published studies. (.xls, 38 KB) 

 

Available for download as a .xls file at 
www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.115.186486/-/DC1/TableS7.xls 
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